rude deviations from a steady, spherically symmetric background of solar wind. Siscoe and Finley [1969 and Hirose et al. [1970] have continued this analysis for more general boundary conditions. These models give quantitative confirmation (within the limitation of the small-amplitude assumption) to the qualitative conclusions regarding stream interactions that were cited above. Siscoe [1970] derived approximate analytic solutions for the nonlinear development of corotating solar wind streams (or filaments) sufficienfiy 'thin' not to disturb the flow of the surrounding solar wind. Very recently, two papers have described solutions to the full nonlinear fluid equations (with attention again restricted to the solar equatorial plane). In one of these Goldstein [1971] has integrated the hydrodynamic equations beyond 10 Rs under the assumption of boundary conditions (and solutions) periodic in solar longitude. The numerical procedures used by Goldstein did not permit carrying the solutions farther from the sun than ~ 150 Rs (~s• AU), where steep density gradients developed. Matsuda and Sakurai [1972] have integrated the magnetohydrodynamic equations between % and I AU under the assumption of a small nonradial velocity component. This paper will describe another attempt to analyze the interaction of corotating plasma streams. Solutions to the nonlinear hydrodynamic equations will be derived for transient, spherically symmetric flows. Under an assumption very similar to that of Matsuda and Sakurai, that of small nonradial velocities, these solutions will be shown to approximate those describing corotating streams in the solar equatorial plane. The new contributions to be set forth here are: (1) the capability of the present analysis to include hydrodynamic discontinuities, in particular the formation of shocks at steep gradients; (2) the resulting ability to extend the solutions to larger heliocentric distances than were previously considered; (3) a suggested interpretation of several observed statistical correlations among solar wind parameters in terms of the fluid interactions between streams. THEORETICAL MODEL appropriate mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations for the expanding coronal plasma. The inherent nonlinearity of these equations, the complexity of the forces and energy sources that enter into them, and the presence of the time t and vector position r (relative to the center of the sun) as independent variables all contribute to the difficulty of solution. Much attention has been given to the formulation of models under the assumption of a steady, spherically symmetric flow. This simplification reduces the conservation equations to ordinary differential equations in the single independent variable r, the heliocentric distance, and permits treatment of numerous physical forces and energy sources (see Hundhausen [1972] , for a review). In contrast, any model of the interaction of solar wind streams must include consideration of either time or the vector position as independent variables, ruling out any such convenient simplification. A much less sophisticated physical approach becomes necessary in obtaining solutions of the resulting system of partial differential equations. Some of the forces and energy sources that have been successfully incorporated into the steady, spherically symmetric models and found to be of some significance must be neglected to yield a tractable problem. Thus our present model will involve a large number of simplifying assumptions. The solar wind plasma will be assumed to consist of completely ionized hydrogen, affected only by the forces due to the pressure gradient and solar gravity; thus all magnetic effects are neglected. The flow of plasma will be assumed to be adiabatic; thus thermal conduction and any dissipation of wave energy have been neglected. Ms is the mass of the sun.
• is the ratio of specific heats. Consider the conservation laws for mass, radial momentum, and energy, as in (1), (2), and (4). Each of these conservation equations contains two 'divergence' terms that reflect the gain or loss of the conserved quantity from • /t = 50 hrs.
• This discussion should, however, be prefaced by specific warnings about two limitations inherent in the present model. The first of these concerns the neglect of all but the radial divergence terms in the mass, radial momentum, and energy conservation laws. In essence, such an approximation ignores any deflection of ambient plasma by an overtaking high-speed stream and should lead to an overestimate of the resulting compression. The predicted time (or heliocentric distance) of shock formation should then be an underestimate. The neglect of azimuthal divergence terms has been explicitly described; it should also be recognized that restriction of (1) to (4) to the solar equatorial plane implicitly neglects 'latitudinal' divergence terms. The second warning concerns the ability of the numerical integration scheme used here to proceed through the steep gradients (infinite in the absence of dissipative terms in the fluid equations) at any shock front. This ability derives from the use of an 'artificial viscosity term' [Hundhausen and Gentry, 1969a show a slightly faster rise of (T) with u than the latter curve (dotted). It thus appears that the effects of compressional heating and expansive cooling nearly compensate for one another when averaged through an entire stream. This might be expected in a small-amplitude wave, but need not hold for a large-amplitude structure. In particular, a high-speed stream propagating into a slow-moving background must be decelerated, so that some kinetic energy of the stream converts to the thermal energy of the interaction region. This effect is probably responsible for the difference between the (T)-u relationships predicted by the stream models and the steady adiabatic states in Figure 10 Our understanding of the correlated speed and temperature variations predicted by the present stream model and their implications regarding the observed correlation of solar wind temperature and speed can be summarized as follows. The direct dependence of (T) upon u deduced from the model is nearly the same for all streams with reasonable amplitudes and durations and is similar to that expected from a sequence of steady, adiabatic solar wind states. The latter similarity indicates that the (T)-u relationship can be largely attributed to the temperature changes at the inner boundary (i.e, the corona). This same conclusion has been drawn from purely empirical evidence by Burlaga and Ogilvie [1973] . Note that if no temperature change were imposed as a boundary condition (as, for example, by Matsuda kinetic energy to thermal energy. The observed direct and strong dependence of (T) on u.thus implies that a coronal temperature variation must be present at the source of high-speed solar wind streams. In the present model this variation has to be assumed to occur at 28 Rs; this location should not be taken as physically significant, as it was chosen as the 'inner boundary' purely to permit use of an adiabatic flow assumption and neglect of azimuthal divergence terms. In contrast, the predicted deviations of the speed-temperature state in a stream from the average temperature-speed relationship are largely the effects of compressional heating and expansive cooling in interplanetary space. The size of these deviations depends strongly on amplitude and duration of the stream and would be present even if no temperature variation were present at the source of the stream.
